
Do you have a friend?



Match the first and the second parts 
of proverbs

1. A man who seeks a 
perfect friend will 

a.  a friend to nobody.

2. Life without friendship 
is 

b.  remain friendless.

3. The best mirror is c.   an old friend.
4. A friend is the one who 
walks in 

d.    like the sky without 
sun.

5. A friend to everyone is e.    while he has a friend.
6.  No man is useless f.     a friend indeed.
7.A friend in need is g.    when the others walk 

out.



English proverbs
A friend in need is a friend indeed.
Life without friendship is like the sky without 
sun.
The best mirror is an old friend.
A friend is the one who walks in, when the 
others walk out.
A friend is someone who can sing you the 
song of your heart when you`ve forgotten it.
A friend to everyone is a friend to nobody.
No man is useless while he has a friend.



✔stands by me
✔talks problems through
✔is there for me
✔keeps secrets
✔never keeps secrets
✔ is selfish

✔ lets me down
✔is boring with him
✔never helps if I need
✔has fun with me
✔is interested in my problems
✔never lets me down





-to see each other every day
- to have much in common
- to share ideas
- to know each other for a long time
- to like working together
- to help each other
-to have a lifelong friendship
-to stick together
-to rely on somebody
-to turn to somebody for help



Used to / Didn’t use to

When we talk about things
that we did in the past but don't 
do now 
we can use the expression
 used to+ inf. 
The negative form is
 didn't use to+inf. 



Use this ideas for your conversation:

⦿ -The day you meet.
⦿ -How you became friends.
⦿ -Why you like your friend.
⦿ -How you used to spend time 

together.
⦿ -How you fell out and made up.
⦿ -Why you’ll always stick.
⦿ - Why you’ll never be friends again. 





•I understood everything. 
•It was difficult for me to speak English
•I am satisfied with my work. 
•I liked the presentations. 
•I learnt something new at the lesson

Write “yes” or “no”



Why God made friends

God made the world with a heart full of love,

Then He looked down from Heaven above,

And saw that we all need a helping  hand,

Someone to share with, who’ll understand.

He made special people to see us through

The glad times and the sad times, too;

A person on whom we can always depend,

Someone we can call a friend.

God made friends so we’ll carry a part

Of His perfect love in all our hearts




